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INT. WAITING ROOM

An empty waiting room.

JOSH enters the scene. Leather pants and a nice clean 
designer white button down shirt with a HIGH COLLAR. Very 
attractive. Model type.

Josh sits down on the couch. Waiting. He looks around as if 
trying to find any clue.

The door OPENS again. LANCE walks in. Also wearing leather 
pants and a white dress shirt with a HIGH COLLAR. Lance 
appears arrogant about his looks. Josh appears upset with 
Lance's outfit.

He walks over by Josh, stopping in front of Josh, wanting 
Josha to check him o ut. Josh keeps his eyes off Lance for a 
few beats, eventually glancing over at Lance's tight butt.

His eyes STAY focused for a long time, eventually Lance 
moves to sit down on a chair. Lance ignores Josh who is 
looking over at him.

DANNY enters the room. A smile on his face as he looks at 
the boys in the room.

DANNY
(motioning at Lance)

You're up.

Josh looks disgusted and ready to argue the point that he 
should be first.

Danny sees the look on Josh's face.

DANNY
It'll be your turn in time.

Lance stands and arrogant smile on his face as he walks off 
by Josh again.

Lance exits the room with Danny, shutting the door behind 
him, leaving Josh to boil by himself.

INT. ROOM ONE

A single chair in the middle of the room.

Danny points at the chair.

Lance walks over, sitting on the chair.

Danny smiles and walks out, leaving Lance sitting on the 
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chair. Lance looks around trying to figure out what is going 
on.

He begins wiping his face, appearing to sweat and something 
begins to feel horrible.

Lance reaches for his throat, something is causing him to 
STRUGGLE breathing. Sweating more.

Lance stands and walks over to the door. It's locked. He 
bangs on it, trying to get the attention of someone.

No one comes to his rescue.

He starts to grow weaker, eventually dropping to his knees. 
The shirt appears wet from the over abundance of sweat.

Breathing heavy. Lance eventually collapses to the floor. 
Out cold.

We focus on Lance's body for a few beats and then:

INT. WAITING ROOM

Josh is still impatiently waiting, looking at his watch.

Danny enters the waiting room, motioning for Josh to come 
with him.

INT. ROOM TWO

A chair and table is sitting in the center of the room. A 
glass of water is sat on the center of the table.

Danny motions to the chair. 

Josh looks around the room and then sits down on the chair. 
Danny leaves.

Josh appears impatient.

He looks over at the water. He picks it up and takes a 
drink. Nothing happens. He then drinks the whole glass of 
water. He puts it back down, standing and walking over to 
the door.

He bangs on the door. Trying to get Danny's attention.

INT. ROOM ONE

Danny walks into the room. He smiles at the sight of Lance 
on the floor. He reaches down, grabbing hold of Lance's 
hands, dragging Lance out of the room.
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INT. RACK ROOM

An empty room except for a rack device up against the wall.

Danny pulls Lance into the room and over to the rack device, 
dropping Lance's hands.

We focus on Lance as he lies ther out cold. Danny glances at 
the victim lying on the floor.

Danny begins to SHACKLE Lance's hands together. He then 
shackles Lance's feet together.

Lance starts to wake up. Groggy.

Danny reaches for a ball gag, placing it in Lance's mouth. 
Danny fondles Lance on the face around the ball gag, moving 
down his chin - and his neck, eventually TOUCHING the shirt 
- touching the COLLAR of the shirt.

Danny closes his eyes, turned on by the shirt. He pulls his 
hands down over Lance's chest--

--Lance looks terrified by the touching that Danny is doing.

Danny watches Lance beginning to SQUIRM. He enjoys watching 
Lance struggling. We watch for a few beats and then:

INT. ROOM TWO

Josh is now sweating. Wet. Josh appears to be going insane, 
grabbing his hair, pulling - going insane.

Danny walks inside the room, holding a second glass of 
water. Josh moves over to Danny, grabbing the glass and 
drinking the water.

Danny laughs at Josh, watching him stumble. Josh drinks the 
water quickly. Gulping. It leaks out the side of the glass. 
Down his face--

--He stops, dropping the glass. He stumbles back even more 
exhausted. Sweating.

Josh drops to his knees. Danny goes over to Josh, helping 
him stand back up. Danny helps Josh, who can barely walk, 
over to a door and--

INT. BEDROOM

--into a bedroom where an OLDER MAN is sat on the bed. A 
business type. The man stands up, beginning to take off his 
clothes.
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Danny drops Josh on bed. Josh is out cold. Danny looks down 
at Josh before walking out.

The older man continues to take off his shirt, watching 
Danny leave the room.

The older man reaches down, grabbing hold of Josh's belt. 
Unbuckling the belt. He pulls it off Josh's waist. Josh 
begins to move a little but doesn't wake up. The man reaches 
down, unbuttoning Josh's pants, pulling the zipper down. The 
man begins fondling Josh's legs - on top of Josh's pants. 
Moving his hands closer to the open zipper and then:

INT. RACK ROOM

Lance is now up in the RACK. Stretched. Painfully 
struggling.

A TOUGH GUY. Bear type. Shirtless. He seems to be slobbering 
over Lance shackled up on the rack.

The tough guy begins rubbing his hands together, watching 
Lance struggling. He walks over to Lance, touching his body. 
Lance FLINCHES as much as he can in the tight rack. The guy 
fondles Lance on the shirt, eventually unbuttoning Lance's 
shirt - revealing Lance's chest. The guy smiles.

Out of nowhere - The tough guy SLAMS a fist into Lance's 
gut. The air exhales out of Lance's younger body. The tough 
guy smiles, slamming a second SHOT into Lance's gut. Lance 
chokes on the second shot, slobbering through his ball gag.

The tough guy grabs Lance's chin, pulling it over to look 
into his eyes. He then SLAPS Lance on the face - ONE - TWO - 
THREE times.

On Lance's face. Blood beginning to form around his mouth.

INT. BEDROOM

The older man is now straddling Josh on the bed. His hands 
are WRAPPED around Josh's neck. Squeezing Josh, who is 
starting to wake up. Weak but awake. He starts to struggle 
against the grip. His face growing RED from the tight grip 
around his neck.

Josh starts to get more VIOLENT in trying to get the older 
man off him. 

The older man is frustrated. Stops. He then pulls back, 
causing Josh to relax. He then PUNCHES Josh in the face - 
ONE - TWO times. Blood dripping from his mouth.
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Josh is mad. Confused at the older man.

The older man punches him a THIRD time. Dropping Josh. Out 
cold.

The older man pulls back. Frustrated. He gets off Josh, 
reaching down and fondling Josh's legs again. He moves up to 
Josh's open zipper, eventually reaching inside Josh's pants, 
touching Josh's junk. The older man closes his eyes. 
Enjoying the moment.

He then reaches up and UNBUTTONS Josh's shirt, revealing 
Josh's chest. Touching Josh's chest.

He then moves back to Josh's junk. Beginning to YANK on 
Josh's junk. Up and down - Up and down.

INT. RACK ROOM

Lance is now hanging weak. Bloody face.

The tough guy's wet and sweaty body is standing close to 
Lance. The tough guy is rubbing his fist.

Lance struggles but doesn't look at the tough guy.

The tough guy smiles, spitting on Lance.

He then reaches down towards Lance's belt. Unbuckling the 
belt. Lance winces from the touch. The tough guy unzips 
Lance's pants, reaching in and grabbing Lance's junk. The 
tough guy ENJOYS the fondling.

Danny enters the room. The tough guy STOPS, walking over to 
Danny. He pulls out his wallet, handing Danny a large amount 
of cash. Expressing his gratitude for the opportunity.

Danny smiles, watching Lance as the tough guy walks out. He 
walks over to Lance's beaten body, taking Lance down off the 
rack, lying him down on the floor. Danny takes off the 
shackles. Lance is still groggy from being beaten.

Danny walks out.

INT. HALLWAY

The older guy is leaving the bedroom. Unsatisfied. Danny is 
no longer smiling. The older guy does NOT give Danny any 
money.

INT. BEDROOM

Josh is lying on the bed. Bloody face. Starting to wake up.
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Danny smiles. Not a real smile. 

Josh puts out a hand expecting money but Danny GRABS hold of 
Josh's hand, pulling him up - and CLOSE. Whispering 
something into Josh's ear.

Josh is terrified at whatever he is saying. He starts to 
walk out, but Danny reaches out GRABBING hold of Josh around 
the neck with his arm.

They wrestle back and forth. HARD STRUGGLING. Each one 
trying to gain control. Danny's vicious grip is beginning to 
weaken Josh.

Danny eventually forces Josh down to his knees. Squeezing 
hard. Josh's face RED.

Danny reaches into his pocket with his other hand, grabbing 
a blade, pulling it out and moving it over to Josh's body. 
He moves it over his body from his face - eventually placing 
it on Josh's stomach. After several beats--

--Danny plunges the blade three or four times into Josh's 
stomach. A bloody mess.

Danny moves back, leaving Josh's body to convulse. Blood 
pours out, soaking the dress shirt and the floor.

Josh look pitifully at Danny. Begging for help. He chokes on 
the blood. Eventually fading and dying on the floor in the 
puddle of blood.

Danny stands over the body.

DANNY
Customer Satisfaction.

Danny cleans the blade off his fingers, flicking it at Josh. 
He walks out of the room, leaving the bloody mess on the 
floor.

After a few beats and we:

FADE TO BLACK.


